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ABSTRACT
Lean burn has been considered an effective strategy to improve the thermal efficiency of spark ignition engines. Under lean or diluted conditions, however,
the combustion speed is reduced. Therefore, to speed up the combustion, incylinder turbulence is induced which may impede the spark initiation. This
research aims to quantify the turbulence in a constant volume optical combustion chamber.
An Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) study was done to
understand the turbulence characteristics of the flow in the optical chamber.
Spark anemometry was used to obtain a relationship between the spark plasma
evolution and freestream velocity. Finally, this technique has been applied to
the turbulent flow inside the combustion chamber to determine the cross-flow
velocity. The calculated numerical cross-flow velocity was found to be in reasonable agreement with its empirical counterpart.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The 21 st century has ushered a rapid decline in fossil fuel reserves and stringent
emission controls on Internal combustion engines (ICEs) from various environmental protection agencies worldwide [1]. Since 1st January 2021, the Euro 6d
standard has been enforced in Europe [2]. It mandates Carbon Dioxide (CO2 )
emissions to 500 mg/km for diesel vehicles and 1000 mg/km for gasoline vehicles. The Euro 7 standard, scheduled for implementation in 2025, will further
tighten these restrictions. Gasoline and diesel passenger cars will then need to
limit CO2 emissions to less than 300 mg/km [3].
One proposed solution to combat this issue is the electrification of cars. However, several challenges need to be addressed. One is the supply of raw materials required for the manufacturing of batteries. The total global cobalt reserves
amount to 7.1 million metric tons, and approximately 3.6 million metric tons are
currently being sourced from the Democratic Republic of Congo [4]. According
to the World Economic Forum’s Global Battery Alliance, the demand for cobalt
for use in batteries could grow fourfold by 2030 [5]. If alternative sources are
not found, this could be a bottleneck in the manufacturing of EVs.
ICEs prevail over their electric counterparts by possessing a much higher energy
density as shown in Figure 1.1. They will continue dominating the heavy-duty
vehicle industry as fitting an equivalent battery to serve the required range effectively would severely reduce the payload capacity [6]. Thus, it is reasonable
to believe that even minor improvements in ICE’s will have a significant economic and environmental impact globally [7].
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Figure 1.1: Volumetric energy density of various energy sources (adapted from
[6])

1.1

Lean or diluted combustion in spark ignition engines

One effective method for increasing the efficiency of a spark ignition (SI) engine
is to use a lean or diluted cylinder charge. Lean-burn or dilution can be achieved
by increasing the air intake into the cylinder or using exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR).
EGR in SI engines reduces Nitrogen oxide (NO x ) emissions and fuel consumption [8]. Diluting the cylinder charge with exhaust gases allows a larger throttle
opening for the same torque and power output, reducing pumping losses. EGR
lowers the in-cylinder combustion temperatures and NO x emissions are consequently reduced.
Another method allows more air into the cylinder than required for stoichiometric combustion, referred to as lean-burn. This method effectively reduces
2

fuel consumption because the throttle body is opened further to allow more air
in the cylinder, reducing the pressure drop. Furthermore, excess air changes the
cylinder charge composition and increases the ratio of specific heats (γ), increasing thermal efficiency [9]. However, excessive dilution suppresses the reactivity
of the mixture and causes misfires [10, 11]. Additionally, the flame propagation
speed also reduces [11]. This reduction in the flame speed can cause significant
cycle-to-cycle variations leading to unstable combustion [10].
One way to accelerate the flame speed and shorten the combustion duration is
by enhancing the in-cylinder charge air motion. The charge air motion enhances
the homogeneity of the air-fuel mixture. It also directly impacts the in-cylinder
turbulence during combustion, which subsequently affects the flame kernel formation and propagation.

1.2

In-cylinder charge motion

Turbulence, generated due to the fluid motion within the combustion chamber
of an internal combustion engine, is an integral factor in controlling the overall
combustion process [12].
In a macroscopic way, the global flow field can be characterized as a combination of swirl and tumble, schematically shown in Figure 1.2. The motion around
the axes perpendicular to the cylinder axis is denoted as tumble, while the motion parallel to the cylinder axis is the swirl. Swirl and tumble generate viscous
shear forces between the charge fluid layers, thereby increasing turbulence. This
increased turbulence is an effective method to speed up the flame propagation
in SI engines and thus extend the lean limit [13].
Swirl is defined as the rotation of the charge motion around the cylinder axis.
3

Figure 1.2: In-cylinder flow definition: swirl and tumble
The intake valve opening motion adds an initial angular momentum to the flow
of the intake charge, causing the swirl. Quantified with the swirl number S R,
the swirl is an important parameter that enhances mixing during the intake and
compression strokes [14].
Tumble motion is defined as the rotating flow, developed during late intake
process, perpendicular to the direction of piston motion [15]. At the end of the
compression stroke (near the top dead center (TDC)), tumble motion decays into
turbulence [16].
Swirl and tumble ratio are defined mathematically as:
SR =

ω swirl
N

(1.1)

TR =

ωtumble
N

(1.2)

4

where
ω swirl = air rotational velocity around cylinder centre axis
ωtumble = air rotational velocity perpendicular to the cylinder axis
N = engine rotational speed

Higher turbulence can be achieved by generating and decomposing swirl and
tumble eddies. The intake stroke generates the swirl in the cylinder [17, 18].
During the first half of the intake stroke, the swirl motion conserves its angular
momentum resulting in higher shear within the combustion chamber. On the
other hand, the tumble eddies break down during the latter part of the compression stroke, releasing their stored kinetic energy. Thus, a turbulent environment
is established. The time remaining at the end of the compression stroke is insufficient to decompose the generated eddies ensuring a wrinkled and turbulent
flame front [19]. The wrinkling increases the flame front’s surface area, which
helps propagate the flame more rapidly [20]. The laminar and turbulent flame
fronts of a homogeneous methane-air mixture burning at a lean air-fuel ratio of
1.6 are shown in Figure 1.3. Though both the images are captured 25 ms post
ignition, the turbulent flame propagation is significantly faster than the laminar
flame.
Enhancing the charge motion increases the flame propagation speed and decrease the combustion duration. It also significantly impacts the spark plasma
evolution and initial flame kernel formation. However, intense turbulence or
very high flow velocity during the initial flame kernel formation can cause misfires. Therefore, it is important to study the impact of gas flow and turbulence
during the spark discharge and the flame kernel formation process.

5

Figure 1.3: Laminar and turbulent flame front of methane-air mixture (λ=1.6)

1.3

In-cylinder flow quantification

The quantification of in-cylinder turbulence during engine operation is very difficult. However, it is extremely important to study the velocity and turbulence
field around the vicinity of the spark plug as it directly impacts the spark plasma
evolution and flame propagation.
There are many known methods for flow measurement. Few of them are Hot
Wire Anemometry (HWA), Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) and Particle image velocimetry (PIV). These methods, however, cannot be easily applied to
engines [21].
The hotwire anemometer uses a very fine metal wire, maintained at a temperature above ambient. When fluid flows over it, it creates a cooling effect. The
electrical resistance of most metals depends on the temperature of the metal [10].
Thus, a relationship can be obtained between the velocity and the wire resistance. The compression process in an engine creates highly transient temper-
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ature fluctuations. Hot wire anemometry is sensitive to both temperature and
velocity, and therefore if both change simultaneously, then the results are contaminated. The temperature must also be simultaneously measured at the exact
location of the hot wire [22]. Because of these complexities, HWA is difficult to
be used in engines.
Laser Doppler anemometry is a technique of using the Doppler shift in a laser
beam to measure the velocity in transparent or semi-transparent fluid flows [23].
However, it needs optical access, which requires cylinder head modifications.
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is employed to obtain the instantaneous velocity in a fluid [24]. The fluid is seeded with sufficiently small tracer particles,
which are assumed to follow the flow. The fluid is then illuminated, and images
are captured at a high temporal resolution. The relative motion of the seeding
particles between two successive frames/images is used to calculate the velocity. However, PIV also has disadvantages. The seeding particles may cloud the
optical access and impinge on the cylinder walls [24].
Another technique developed for obtaining the turbulent intensity and approximate convection velocity, is spark anemometry [25]. Spark anemometry is based
upon the relationship between the instantaneous spark plasma length and the
flow field velocity [26]. Spark plasma, having no inertia, follows the local flow
field [27–30]. Therefore, the local velocity is the derivative of the displacement
of this plasma with time. This relationship has been verified in this research
using a controlled airflow test bench and has been used to quantify the velocity
at the spark gap inside a constant volume combustion chamber (CVCC).

7

1.4

Flow visualization

From the previous development of the internal combustion engine, visualization of the in-cylinder turbulence and the subsequent combustion process has
been crucial for further engine developments [31]. Optical studies are integral to
the development of novel ignition and combustion strategies [32]. Optical methods have many advantages over conventional probes. They are non-invasive
and have a high temporal and spatial resolution. Furthermore, most optical
techniques allow for the visualization of the investigated process.
Several engine modifications have been developed to provide the combustion
chamber with optical access. Many of these are primarily based on the bowditch elongated piston design. Research on optical engines, however, is limited to their operational range [33]. Two widely adopted optical test platforms
are constant volume combustion chambers (CVCC) and rapid compression machines (RCM) [34]. The Clean Combustion Engine Laboratory (CCEL) designed
the CVCC which is used in the present study. One significant advantage of using a CVCC is that accurate control of parameters such as initial pressure, temperature, fuel mixture concentration, and ignition are possible. Lastly, detailed
mechanism studies like spark formation and initial flame kernel formation under varied background conditions can be conducted.

1.5

Research contributions

It is evident from the previous discussion that the flow velocity has a significant
influence on the initial flame kernel formation and the subsequent flame propagation processes. Thus, it is essential to study the flow field near the spark gap
8

and the spark plasma behavior in the flow.
This thesis aims to quantify the turbulence generated inside the CVCC at CCEL.
The correlation between the spark discharge parameters and the air flow velocities was established from the experiments.
A combination of empirical and numerical techniques were used.

Spark

anemometry was applied to determine the cross-flow velocity while an improved delayed detached eddy simulation (IDDES) was done to resolve the
global and local flow. The spark channel response was compared to the flow
field parameters from the simulation data. Further, the feasibility of using the
spark plasma channel response to the flow field as a method of predicting the
local flow velocity trends during the spark event in SI engine operation without
any optical access into the engine was explored.
The results can potentially contribute to understanding interactions between the
spark plasma and the flowing gaseous mixture so that optimum engine operation strategies could be developed to improve the thermal efficiency.

1.6

Thesis outline

The basic structure of the remainder of the thesis is as follows. A literature
review is presented in Chapter 2. The previous research on different numerical methodologies and effects of increased in-cylinder turbulence is introduced,
and this research’s direction is, thus, identified. Detailed descriptions of the numerical and experimental procedure can be found in Chapter 3. This research
is primarily based on characterizing the flow field inside the constant volume
combustion chamber to do spark mechanism studies. The schematic of the experimental test bench and testing conditions are also provided in this chapter.
9

In Chapter 4, the results of the empirical and numerical study are analyzed.
Finally, the conclusions of this research are provided in Chapter 5.

10

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Understanding the in-cylinder gas mixing process driven by the large-scale
flow structures is essential for improving internal combustion engine technology. One significant difficulty with analyzing the turbulence phenomena is our
limited knowledge about the in-cylinder flow processes. These processes directly influence the beginning of the ignition, the combustion, and the emission
phenomena. Therefore, researchers have put effort into better understanding
turbulence-flow interaction and, consequently, the central mechanisms responsible for thermal gas transport within an engine cylinder. This chapter briefly
reviews the past and present numerical and experimental works in turbulence
research in engine cylinders.

2.1

Spark discharge process under flow conditions

The in-cylinder charge motion directly affects the spark plasma evolution and
subsequent flame propagation [35, 36]. Under turbulent conditions, the flame
kernel location does not initiate along the shortest path across the spark gap.
It can be formed at different locations depending on the spark plasma shape
[35, 36]. Also, it has been demonstrated that strong flow and high in-cylinder
turbulence can enhance the flame propagation rate, thus reducing the combustion duration [37–41].

11

2.1.1

Effect of Spark Plug Geometry on the Local Flow Field

Halldin et al. studied the effect of spark electrodes on flow velocity and turbulence. Laser doppler velocimetry (LDV) was employed under steady flow,
ambient pressure, and temperature conditions [42]. It was demonstrated that
the spark plug geometry adversely affected the local flow field. The flow velocity in the spark gap remained higher than the mean flow velocity for all three
tested turbulence levels. The turbulent intensity followed an opposite trend.
Minimal velocity gradients near the two electrodes were observed, indicating a
thin boundary layer on the electrode surface.

2.1.2

Spark anemometry

The feasibility of using spark discharge as an estimator for flow velocity was
first demonstrated in 1932 [43]. Since then, many studies were conducted to develop spark anemometry [25–30, 43–45].
Kim et al. measured the spark discharge waveforms under atmospheric pressure and airflow velocities up to 15 m/s [25]. They used hotwire anemometry
to measure the flow velocity near the spark gap under ambient conditions and
recorded the corresponding voltage waveforms to predict the bulk flow velocity
near the spark plug in the engine. They found that the spark discharge voltage
demonstrated a ”saw-toothed” shape indicative of multiple restrikes. The voltage rise rate increased with the airflow velocity.
Pashley et al. studied the breakdown process and the spark discharge development [45]. They conducted experiments for pressures under 12 bar gauge and
airflow velocity up to 20 m/s. Based on these tests, a model for the discharge
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voltage and gap flow velocity was built. The model was used to determine the
cycle-to-cycle variations in velocity through the spark gap at the time of ignition. They reported a reduced spark discharge duration and a rise in the spark
discharge voltage with increased airflow velocity.
In both studies [25, 45], simultaneous optical recording of the plasma channel
was not done, and the spark plasma profile was assumed to be a piece-wise
rectangle.
Shiraishi et al. researched the spark discharge under a background pressure
from 1 to 10 bar abs. and airflow from 0 m/s to 8 m/s [46]. The effects of the gas
pressure, gas flow velocity near the spark gap on spark channel formation were
analyzed. They found that the plasma length before the first restrike increases
with airflow velocity and the background pressure. The calculated convection
velocity of the spark channel tip was found to be lower than the airflow velocity,
especially under low background pressure.
Gardiner et al. studied spark anemometry at ambient conditions [26]. They built
a data-driven model, with correction factors to account for pressure changes
during engine operation, to estimate the flow velocity across the spark gap. A
constant discharge current profile was adopted instead of the typical decaying
current profile. Due to lack of optical access, only qualitative comparisons about
the velocity trends could be made.
Wörner et al. developed voltage rise anemometry (VRA) to measure in-cylinder
flow in a SI engine [44]. They performed fundamental wind tunnel experiments
and derived a mathematical equation to estimate the flow velocity from the
measured secondary voltage. Their results indicated a clear correlation between
the electric discharge parameters and in-cylinder flow.
Existing research on use of spark anemometry for velocity determination have
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mostly been done in engines. The range of cross-flow velocities and pressures
available during engine operation are limited and are also difficult to control.
Thus, CVCCs have been developed.

2.2

Numerical modeling

A few experimental works in visualizing in-cylinder flows have been conducted
to measure velocity fields [11]. However, it is an arduous task to perform because of the in-cylinder flow’s highly complex three-dimensional nature [10].
Due to the recent developments in CFD for in-cylinder flow predictions, a numerical approach could be an alternative [47]. CFD simulations provide a detailed temporal and spatial understanding of flow-influenced processes inside
internal combustion engines [48]. Better ignition and flow control have been
developed with extensive numerical studies to obtain better overall engine performance [49].
The Navier-Stokes equations give the mathematical description of the flow, and
thus the local flow properties of complex flows can be determined. The following section will briefly introduce the philosophy behind the most common turbulence models and justify the chosen turbulence model for the present work.

2.2.1

Direct numerical simulations

In Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of turbulent flows, the spatial and temporal discretization of the flow being analyzed must be such that all the scales
(spatial and temporal) present are resolved. The Kolmogorov time and length
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scales are used to determine the temporal and spatial resolution required by
DNS. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number is set to 1, and the Kolmogorov length, velocity and time scale calculated. However, DNS can only
be applied to simple fundamental flows due to its fine grid and timestep resolution requirement [50].

2.2.2

Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation simulations

Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations are based on mean flow
quantities. Also, it applies only to the steady-state regime. The transient form of
RANS is the unsteady RANS (URANS), in which the largest scales of a turbulent
flow are resolved. Ideally, in URANS simulations, the time scales of the resolved
large-scale turbulence and the modelled turbulence must be separated [51].

2.2.3

Large eddy simulations

Large Eddy Simulations (LES) separates the resolved and modelled turbulence
using spatial filtering. In LES, the spatial filter width, generally equal to the
local cell size, determines the amount of resolved turbulence. For an accurate
LES solution, the filter width should be chosen such that the critical wavenumber (kcrit ) is located within the inertial sub-range (region II in Figure 2.1). Thus,
turbulence is resolved for wave numbers smaller than kcrit while the higher ones
are modelled. Since LES completely resolves the large-scale turbulence, it requires that the grid size be smaller than or equal to the eddies to be resolved.
The time step must also be small enough to resolve the turbulent fluctuations
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Figure 2.1: Turbulent kinetic energy overlay with turbulence modelling techniques. [47, 53]
completely [52].
In contrast to RANS and DNS, LES offers a tradeoff between the computational
cost and scale resolving capabilities by fully resolving the large scale flow structures, while the minor scales are modelled using subgrid-scale stress closure
[54,55]. Nevertheless, it should be noted that even for a non-fired case, considerable numerical resources are required. The resources become crucial when controlling mesh resolution and quality with adaptive mesh refinements [56–61].
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2.2.4

Detached eddy simulation

Numerous versions of hybrid RANS/LES methods have been proposed over
the years [62,63]. The delayed detached eddy simulation (DDES) resolves turbulence using LES only in detached separation regions and RANS in the boundary
regions [64]. The DDES shear-stress transport (SST) model model has successfully predicted turbulent characteristics in a simplified engine setup [62, 63, 65].
Then, the DDES-SST model was applied to investigate the turbulent fluctuations
in an SI engine [66]. The study compared the instantaneous velocity field and
experimental PIV measurements during the intake and compression stroke in a
single cycle and found them to be in good agreement [66]. Based on this background, an improved delayed detached eddy simulation (IDDES) SST model
was developed [67]. This model provides significantly more resolved turbulence activity near the wall due to empirical improvements in this model relative to the direct eddy simulation equations [62]. In conclusion, IDDES significantly improves the DDES model by activating RANS and LES in different flow
regions. It is also well-balanced and powerful in modelling complex turbulent
flows [67].

2.3

Summary

Existing literature has demonstrated that the air flow velocity has an impact on
the spark discharge process. An increase in the turbulence downstream of the
spark gap is beneficial as it assists the initial flame kernel development and the
subsequent flame propagation. The spark channel response to the flow field
remains very consistent for similar flow velocity conditions. Researchers have
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investigated the use of this response to estimate the convective velocity in an
engine [26, 44]. However, many uncontrollable variables exist during engine
operation. Thus, the turbulence in the chamber needs to be studied, however,
in a more controlled environment. The present study quantifies the turbulence
in a specific CVCC arrangement at CCEL. The k-ω SST IDDES is employed as
the turbulence model. The formulation of both k-ω SST and IDDES models have
been given in Appendix A. Spark plasma stretch has been used to determine the
cross-flow velocity across the spark gap.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

The present study involves quantifying flow across the spark gap and studying turbulence near the spark plug. The research was conducted in two steps.
Firstly, an airflow test bench was used to generate controlled flow velocities to
study the spark plasma stretch behaviour under ambient pressure conditions.
Spark anemometry was used to obtain a relationship between the spark plasma
evolution and freestream velocity. Finally, this technique was applied to the
turbulent flow inside the combustion chamber to determine the cross-flow velocity. The relevant test setups and measurement devices used are described
below. Lastly, the parameters relevant for the CFD simulation are discussed.

3.1

Controlled airflow test bench

Spark anemometry is based upon the relationship between the instantaneous
spark plasma length and the flow field velocity [26]. Spark plasma, having no
inertia, follows the local flow field [27–30]. Therefore, the local velocity is the
derivative of the displacement of this plasma with time. A controlled air flow
test bench was setup to verify this relationship. A schematic diagram of the
test bench is shown in Figure 3.1. The test conditions have been summarized in
Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup of the flow test bench
A free jet airflow was generated using a Dantec Dynamics ™ StreamLine Pro
Automatic Calibrator flow controller. The flow controller operated under atmospheric background condition with air as the working fluid. The internal flow
control valve of the controller was modulated using air at 7 bar abs. [68]. The
control valve varied the velocity from 0 to 60 m/s. A φ12.4 mm nozzle was used
and the spark gap placed 18 ± 1 mm from the nozzle outlet.
A conventional inductive coil ignition system was employed. The electric circuit is shown in Figure 3.2. The ground electrode of the sparkplug was ground
and a thin needle φ1 mm was soldered to the central electrode. Then the region
around the solder was encased in resin to provide reinforcement. This was done
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Table 3.1: Testing conditions for controlled airflow tests
Velocity

1 to 60 m/s

Background media

Air

Background pressure
Background temperature
No. of repetitions per velocity

Ambient
291 K
3

Coil charging voltage

12 V, 36 V

Coil charging duration

5 ms

Figure 3.2: Conventional inductive coil ignition system
to prevent short circuit between the solder and the cut ground. A similar φ1 mm
needle was used for the ground electrode but was held on a pin vise. The needles were positioned such that the spark gap (1.40 mm) was approximately at
the center of the nozzle. The direct imaging of the plasma channel was done
with the high-speed Phantom V7.3 camera. The camera was positioned such
that a maximum 30 mm spark stretch could be captured in a 512 pixels x 128
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pixels window. The spark discharge current and voltage are also measured simultaneously using a current probe and a voltage probe. The specifications of
the high-speed camera and the measurement probes have been given in Section
3.3.
The spark gap needed to be offset from the nozzle exit due to the sparkplug
holder. A Dantec Dynamics hot wire probe (φ5 µm , 1.25 mm long platinumplated tungsten wire sensor) was used to measure the velocity across the spark
gap, as shown in Figure 3.3. It was found that the controller set velocity was
equal to the velocity measured using the hot wire.

Figure 3.3: Hotwire setup to measure velocity across spark gap
The calibration was performed using the Dantec Dynamics StreamLine Pro Automatic Calibrator, which provided the values of the constants in King’s law
(1915) [69]. Repeated calibrations need to be done to get the best fit and least
errors. An error of ± 0.5 m/s was found at the mean flow velocity of 2.5 m/s,
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which increases to ± 2.1 m/s at 60 m/s mean flow velocity. The errors were obtained from the calibration software. Photos of the air-flow test bench are shown
in Appendix B.

3.2

Image processing

The spark plasma discharge process can be effectively perceived from direct
imaging. The plasma stretch was calculated from the images, as shown in Figure 3.4. It was assumed that the spark did not stretch perpendicular to flow
direction and that the spark stretch calculated from the 2D images was approximately equal to the actual 3D stretch.

Figure 3.4: Image processing method for plasma length calculation
A MATLAB T M code was written to calculate the plasma length by counting the
pixels of the skeletonized plasma profile boundary. First, the raw images were
binarized. The spark area was converted to white pixels, while the background
was converted into black pixels. The threshold for the binary conversion was
determined such that the spark channel was fully included in the white section.
The ’bwmorph’ morphological operation was applied to the binary images to
skeletonize the spark plasma. The skeleton was then extended to account for
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the chain-end trimming of skeletons in bwmorph operation. The spark length
was calculated by multiplying the total number of white pixels by the length
of a single pixel. Finally, the velocity was obtained from the slope of the spark
length segment before the first restrike. In some cases, however, the spark did
not stretch linearly for the first restrike. In such cases, the next linear stretch
segment was taken to determine velocity. The code can be found in Appendix
C.

3.3

Constant volume combustion chamber test bench

The turbulence and flow field near the spark gap in a constant volume combustion chamber were studied. The combustion chamber was optically accessible and has been configured to study spark and combustion under different
pressure and flow conditions. In this section, the constant volume combustion
chamber will be described. The geometry of the constant volume combustion
chamber can be seen in Figure 3.5 and its specification can be found in Table 3.2.
The chamber was fabricated from stainless steel. A sparkplug for ignition was
mounted at the top wall of the combustion chamber perpendicular to the flow
direction. A pressure transducer was placed in the chamber manifolds along
with the combustion chamber for measurement.
A schematic diagram of the constant volume chamber test bench is illustrated
in Figure 3.6. There were three inlet ports tangential to the cylindrical internal
surface of the combustion chamber to generate flow. The air cross-flow velocity
at the spark timing was controlled by adjusting the pressure ratio between the
constant volume optical chamber and the buffer volume. The imaging method
used was direct imaging, and the measurement instruments include voltage and
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Figure 3.5: The geometry of the constant volume combustion chamber
Table 3.2: Specifications of the optical constant volume combustion chamber
Chamber body material

SS 304
Width 160 mm × Depth 204 mm

Chamber dimensions

Height 160 mm
Internal volume dimensions

φ 60 mm x Depth 68 mm

Chamber internal volume

0.28 L
Synthetic quartz (max. 2)

Optical windows

φ 82.7 mm, thickness 49.4 mm
φ 60 mm

Optical access

λ/10
Surface accuracy of windows

(λ is the wavelength of the testing
light source, typically 632.8 nm)

Designed maximum pressure

120 bar abs.

Maximum block heating temperature

200 °C
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current probes and pressure transducers. For the direct imaging system, the
camera was placed directly in front of the optical window of the chamber. The
specifications of the high-speed camera are listed in Table 3.3.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of the constant volume combustion chamber test bench
The spark plug was fixed centrally at the ceiling of the combustion chamber as
shown in Figure 3.7. A Tektronix 6015 high voltage probe, a Pearson 411 current
probe, and a PicoScope 4824 oscilloscope were set up to measure the electrical
waveforms during the spark discharge process. The voltage and current probes
were connected to the spark plug terminal nut. Specifications of the Tektronix
P6015A voltage probe, the Pearson 411 current probe, and the PicoScope 4824
Table 3.3: Specifications of the high-speed camera
Camera
Vision Research TM
Phantom v7.3

Sampling frequency
40000 fps @ 128×128 pix
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Lens
Nikon 105 mm f/2.8 F.X.AF
MICRO-NIKKOR

Figure 3.7: Orientation of sparkplug in the combustion chamber
oscilloscope are listed in Table 3.4.
A Swagelok PTIS-NG5000-15AQ standard industrial pressure transducer was
connected to the combustion chamber to measure the pressure during the entire process. Its specifications can be found in Table 3.5.

3.3.1

Testing conditions for study of turbulence in combustion
chamber

The following boundary conditions were adopted to study the turbulence in the
combustion chamber and quantify the spark gap velocity using spark anemometry. The buffer volume was initially pressurized to 4 bar abs. while the combus27

Table 3.4: Specifications of the current probe, voltage probe, and oscilloscope
Tektronix P6015A

Pearson 411

PicoScope 4824
20 MHz

Rated

75 MHz

20 MHz

(±50 mV to ±50 V range)
10 MHz

bandwidth

(±10 mV to ±20 mV range)
17.5 ns
Rise time

∼4 ns

∼20 ns

(±50 mV to ±50 V range)
35.0 ns
(±10 mV to ±20 mV range)

1.5 kV to 20 kV
Measurement

(DC + peak AC)

range

Impulses up

Up to 5000 A

10 mV to 50V

to 40 kV peak
Uncertainty

< ±1%

±1%

±2%

Reference

[70]

[71]

[72]

Table 3.5: Specifications of the Swagelok PTIS-NG5000-15AQ pressure transducer
Operation Temp

-30 to +105 °C

Measuring Range

0 to 5000 psi gauge

Supply voltage

10 to 30 volts DC

Accuracy

±0.25% of measuring range
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tion chamber was maintained at 1 bar abs.. The valve to the combustion chamber was then opened for 200 ms, allowing the pressurized air to flow through
the three inlet ports and generate flow. After 200 ms, the valve is closed. The
spark is initiated at 300 ms. The high-speed direct imaging of the spark plasma
evolution was done to estimate the gap velocity. Simultaneously, the pressure
and electric discharge waveforms were also captured. The sequence of the command signals is shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Signal sequence during the experiments

3.4

CFD software - OpenFOAM

The flow field in the combustion chamber was simulated in OpenFOAM (v2012,
Openfoam.com) [73]. OpenFOAM, which stands for Open-source Field Operation and Manipulation, is a C++library that is used to create executables. The
advantages of using OpenFOAM are stated below.
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1. It’s open-source; the source code of the software is available and can be
adjusted as desired.
2. The software is free to download and operate as compared to its expensive
commercial alternatives.
3. A wide range of applications and models are available.
4. Easy to use parallel processing utilities.
The solver used during the computations was rhoPimpleFoam. It is a transient
solver for laminar or turbulent flow compressible fluids, and it uses the flexible PIMPLE (PISO-SIMPLE) algorithm, which is a combination of the PISO and
SIMPLE algorithms [74]. Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations
(SIMPLE) is designed to solve the Navier Stokes equations. It is designed for
use with steady-state problems and does not fully resolve the pressure velocity coupling. Pressure Implicit Splitting of Operators (PISO) is an algorithm
responsible for solving the pressure-velocity coupling. PISO includes a momentum predictor and several corrector steps, and it is designed to conserve
mass during the momentum and corrector steps. The difference between PISO
and SIMPLE is that PISO runs the pressure momentum loop more than once
for a more accurate solution. However, in PISO mode, the solver is limited to
a timestep that fulfills the constraint set by the CFL number. By combining the
advantages of both solvers, the PIMPLE algorithm is created.

3.5

Geometry creation and grid generation

The geometry of the combustion chamber has been described in Section 3.3. Using Solidworks, a 3D CAD software package, the combustion chamber internal
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volume was extracted. There were a few assumptions made while extracting
the internal volume. They are as follows:

• The valve geometry was not modelled.
• The clearance between the ceramic and the metal shell of the sparkplug
was not accurately modelled.
• The buffer volume was not modelled but was included as an equivalent
cylindrical volume.
• The combustion chamber internal volume was simplified to exclude small
chamfers and crevices.

A complete internal 3D model of the equipment used is shown in Figure 3.9.
The grid was produced using CFMesh + v3.4.0 [75]. CFMesh + is a mesh generation software with the capability of producing a user-customized grid. The
entire computational domain was split into two sections at the valve, the buffer
volume section and the chamber volume section. The physical valve was not
been modelled into the geometry but was incorporated as a zero-thickness plane
called a ”baffle”. Its implementation in OpenFOAM has been given in Appendix C. The chamber volume section included the internal tube volume. A
sectional view of the two sections is shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. A boundary layer resolution of seven layers was chosen to capture the secondary flow
effects accurately. Within the entire domain, the y+ value does not exceed 30.
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Figure 3.9: 3D CAD Internal volume of computational domain

Figure 3.10: Chamber internal volume grid sizing
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Figure 3.11: Buffer internal volume grid sizing

3.5.1

Grid resolution determination

Many techniques have been suggested to assess the grid resolution in a LES
simulation [76, 77]. One of them is to determine the grid resolution using a
RANS simulation prior to running a full LES study [78]. The computer run
time for a RANS simulation is usually an order of magnitude lesser than an
equivalent LES simulation. The RANS results can be used to examine the ratio
of the integral turbulence length scale (l) to the grid size (∆x). Recommended
l
values for the ratio
is between 6-10 [77, 79]. The integral turbulence length
∆x
scale for the k − ω turbulence model is defined mathematically as,
√
k
− 14
l = Cµ
(3.1)
ω
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where
l = Integral turbulence length scale,
Cµ = 0.09,
k = Turbulence kinetic energy,
ω = Specific rate of dissipation,
In the present study, a URANS simulation with a total grid size of 1.6 million
cells was used to determine the base grid size for the IDDES study. The base
grid size in the chamber was set at 1.8 mm. The boundary conditions for the
URANS simulation was the same as the IDDES study and can be found in Table
l
3.7. Figure 3.12 shows the
ratio in the chamber at the highest flow rate. It
∆x
was found to be within 6-8 in all regions of interest.

Figure 3.12: Ratio of the integral turbulence length scale (l) to the grid size (∆x)
in the chamber
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Based on the results of the URANS study, it was decided to adopt a base grid
size of 0.24 mm for the IDDES simulation. The total number of cells with the
new base grid was about 5.8 million.

3.6

CFD case setup

An IDDES study was done using the k − ω SST turbulence model [80]. This turbulence model effectively captures the flow separation over a smooth surface
in an adverse pressure gradient [80]. Figure 3.13 shows the experimental and
numerical boundary conditions.
The equation solvers, tolerances and algorithms were controlled from the fvSolution dictionary which can be found in Appendix C.

Figure 3.13: Pressure drop and valve timing
Initially, the buffer volume section was initialized at higher pressure while the
rest of the chamber section was at ambient pressure. The baffle was kept open
for the initial period of the numerical study to simulate valve open conditions
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and then closed over a dwell time using cylicACMI boundary condition. The
flow was then allowed to propagate until the end of the simulation time. All
walls were set to no-slip condition. The timings for the baffle are specified in
Table 3.6 and its implementation in OpenFOAM has been given in Appendix C.
The boundary conditions are tabulated in Table 3.7.
Table 3.6: Pressure and valve timings for the numerical study
Buffer volume initial pressure

4 bar abs.

Chamber volume initial pressure

1 bar abs.

Valve command (Open)

0-200 ms

Valve command (Closing)

200-300 ms

Valve command (Closed)

300-500 ms

Table 3.7: Boundary conditions
Chamber section

Buffer section

Baffle

U

noSlip

noSlip

cyclicACMI

p

zeroGradient

zeroGradient

cyclicACMI

T

fixedValue

fixedValue

cyclicACMI

k

kqRWallFunction

kqRWallFunction

cyclicACMI

omega

omegaWallFunction

omegaWallFunction

cyclicACMI

The fvSchemes dictionary, which sets the numerical schemes, is described in
the Appendix C. Since the calculation is predominately LES in the region of
interest, second order schemes were chosen for all the discretization schemes.
Second order schemes have less numerical diffusion and lead to a more accurate
solution.
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3.7

Computational resources

To significantly reduce the computational time, the Compute Canada Graham
cluster was used as a computing resource [81]. Job submissions on Compute
Canada vary based on several factors, including initializing conditions, grid
density, resource availability, and the purpose of the submission. The present
IDDES study was run in parallel on 104 CPUs and 32GB RAM.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the experimental and numerical results are discussed. The background media was chosen as air due to its simpler and safer interaction with
plasma as compared to a combustible mixture. The spark discharge process,
flame kernel formation and the flame propagation processes are directly dependant on the flow field around the spark gap. This chapter investigates the turbulence inside a CVCC. An empirical test to correlate spark plasma evolution
with cross-flow velocity was conducted at ambient pressure and temperature
conditions. The empirical test to quantify cross-flow velocity across spark gap
in the combustion chamber had the chamber maintained at ambient pressure
while the buffer volume was maintained at a higher pressure. The flow field
in the vicinity of the spark gap under turbulent conditions was studied using a
CFD simulation. Two parameters, vorticity magnitude and turbulent velocity,
were used to analyze the turbulence downstream of the spark gap.

4.1

Characteristics of spark discharge under steady cross-flow
velocity

As discussed in the literature review, the in-cylinder flow significantly affects
the spark discharge and flame propagation processes. The spark discharge under cross-flow is studied at ambient conditions outside the engine to reduce
error from other parameters. Two coil charging voltages were chosen, 12 V and
36 V. Correspondingly, the two discharge current levels obtained were 180 mA
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and 380 mA, respectively. The ignition and optical control have been discussed
in Chapter 3.
With an increase in the mean flow velocity, the spark stretch and the rate of
spark stretch increase. This behaviour could also be observed from the spark
channel images and the spark length traces. The rate of spark stretch is represented by the slope of the spark length vs time plot. A sudden drop in spark
stretch is an indicator of the spark plasma restrike. An increase in restrikes was
observed at high flow velocities. Since, the spark stretch was calculated using
image processing, there exists an error of ±5.7 m/s.

(a) Mean flow velocity : 5 m/s

(b) Mean flow velocity : 20 m/s

(c) Mean flow velocity : 60 m/s

Figure 4.1: Spark length
A comparison between the mean flow velocity and the spark stretch is presented
in Figure 4.2. Though the rate of spark stretch increased with the increase in flow
velocity, it remained lower than the flow velocity. These results are consistent
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with Halldin’s observations [42]. At the mean flow velocity of 5 m/s, the initial
spark stretch rate was calculated to be 4.08 m/s, which increased to 18.96 m/s
at 20 m/s and 52.84 m/s at 60 m/s flow velocity. The derived relation between
the spark stretch and the mean velocity could not be applied to velocities below
2 m/s.

Figure 4.2: Spark plasma behaviour under flow

4.2

Turbulence quantification in CVCC

The previous section established a relation between spark plasma stretch and
mean cross-flow velocity. This relationship was used to quantify the velocity
in the CVCC. The data from the numerical simulation was post processed in
Paraview v5.9.1 [82]. The velocity calculated from spark plasma evolution was
compared with the numerical model. The main flow parameters analyzed from
the simulation data were the flow velocity, turbulent velocity, and vorticity near
the spark gap. Average values of flow velocity and turbulent velocity were
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calculated in the spark gap over a cylindrical volume. The cylindrical volume
was 1 mm in diameter and 1.4 mm in height, with a volume of approximately
1.1 mm3 . A comparison of the average pressure in the chamber was also done.

4.2.1

Quantification of velocity near spark gap

The spark plasma evolution images were processed in MATLAB to find the velocity in the CVCC. Table 4.1 shows the average flow velocity and standard
deviation for six trials. The spark was initiated at 300 ms for a total duration of
5 ms for all trials.
Table 4.1: Average flow velocity and standard deviation for 6 trials
Average flow velocity

13.86 m/s

Standard deviation

3.24 m/s

Error from image processing

± 5.7 m/s

Min. and Max. flow velocities

7.26 m/s and

inclusive of errors from image processing

22.47 m/s

The results of the IDDES simulation have been presented below. Figure 4.4
shows the variation of velocity across the spark gap over the entire simulation
time. The velocity reached a peak value of 39.46 m/s at 40 ms. After 60 ms, the
velocity changed from 26.37 m/s at 60 ms to 7.46 m/s at 300 ms.
Figure 4.3 shows the numerically calculated velocity in the CVCC. The overall
flow in the chamber was in the anti-clockwise direction. The velocity across the
spark gap at 300 ms was calculated as 7.4 m/s. This velocity was within the
range of the velocities derived from the spark plasma stretch at the same time.
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Figure 4.3: Velocity contours inside the CVCC
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Figure 4.4: Mean velocity across spark gap

4.2.2

Comparison of chamber pressure

Figure 4.5 compares the average pressure in the chamber. In the CVCC, a pressure transducer was used to measure the chamber pressure. Numerically, the
pressure was calculated at the exact location as the actual pressure transducer
in the chamber volume. The dimensions of the chamber volume and the specification of the pressure transducer have been tabulated in Chapter 3.
Experimentally, there exists a 100 ms valve opening and closing delay during
which there is no considerable pressure rise. Modelling the valve opening resulted in excessive-high pressures (greater than max. allowable by a magnitude
of 6), and the simulation crashed. This behaviour was observed even in numerical cases where the Courant number was set at 0.3 instead of the usual 1. Hence,
the opening delay was not modelled. The simulated pressure in the chamber
was found to be approximately equal to the pressure measured experimentally
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at 300 ms. The numerical pressure trace has been offset by 100 ms from the experimental one for a fair comparison. It can be seen that the pressure rise rate is
the same in both the experimental and numerical cases.

Figure 4.5: Comparison of average pressure in CVCC

4.2.3

Turbulent velocity and vorticity

While the flow velocity across the spark gap has significant effect on the spark
event, turbulence directly impacts initial flame kernel formation and subsequent flame propagation. The turbulent velocity and vorticity magnitude are
the two parameters used to study the flow turbulence.
The turbulent velocity (u) is defined as the sum of the mean velocity magnitude
and the root mean square of the fluctuating velocity components. It is calculated
using equation 4.1 [73].
u = u + u0
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(4.1)

where
u = mean velocity magnitude
r
u = turbulent velocity fluctuations =
0

2k
3

The vorticity is mathematically defined as the curl of velocity vector. Physically,
vorticity vector represents the number of rotations of an eddy per unit time. In
the tensor form, vorticity is calculated using equation 4.2 [73].
ω=∇×u=(

∂uk ∂u j
∂uk ∂ui ˆ ∂u j ∂ui
−
)ι̂ − (
−
)J − (
−
)k̂
∂x j ∂xk
∂xi ∂xk
∂xi ∂x j

(4.2)

where, ui , u j and uk are the x, y and z components of velocity respectively.
Downstream of the spark gap, the flow is highly turbulent. The turbulence
dissipates progressively as the flow moves away from the plug. This is evident
from the turbulent velocity and vorticity contours illustrated in Figures 4.6 and
4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Turbulent velocity [m/s]
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Figure 4.7: Vorticity [x1000/s]
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As demonstrated in the turbulent velocity and the vorticity magnitude contour plots, within the spark gap, the flow had a higher velocity and a relatively
low turbulence. This behaviour was reversed immediately downstream of the
spark gap. These results are consistent with the findings of Kim et al., who used
HWA to investigate the flow velocity and turbulence near the spark gap under a
steady cross-flow [25]. A relatively low velocity and high turbulence conditions
downstream of the spark gap is very beneficial for initial flame kernel formation
and flame propagation [49, 83–85].
From the flow field results, it is clear that flow velocity influences the turbulence in the wake of the spark gap. While the flow across the spark gap helps
in stretching the spark channel into the potentially favorable high turbulence
and low velocity zone, this stretch may not be maintained long enough for
a self-sustaining flame kernel to develop, especially at higher flow velocities.
Once a flame kernel is successfully developed, a higher turbulence can enhance
the further flame propagation. Therefore, there may exist an optimal flow velocity, where both the effects are balanced, and a better ignition behavior may
be observed. The spark channel response to the flow field remained very consistent for similar flow velocity conditions. Researchers have investigated the
use of this response to estimate the velocity changes during the engine conditions [25, 26, 44].
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

The flow field of the internal combustion chamber was characterized using an
IDDES simulation. Experimentally, it was decided to use spark plasma stretch
to measure the in-chamber velocity at spark timing near the spark gap. A separate airflow test bench was set up to study the correlation between plasma
stretch rate and crossflow velocity. The spark discharge process in different airflow fields was investigated at controlled airflow velocities. It was found that
the plasma stretch was slightly lower than the free stream velocity.

5.1

Conclusions

The main findings of the numerical and empirical studies undertaken in this
research are summarized below:

• The length of the plasma channel increased with the free stream velocity.
The rate at which the plasma length increased was defined as the stretch
rate and was directly dependant on the airflow velocity.
• The spark plug geometry acts as bluff body, turbulence is generated in its
wake. The turbulence was maximum downstream of the spark gap region.
As the flow moved away downstream of the spark gap, the turbulence
gradually dissipated.
• The flow velocity within the spark gap was higher than the mean stream
velocity because of the contraction provided by the spark electrodes.
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• A velocity gradient existed downstream of the spark gap. The flow velocity was lower in the regions following the obstruction provided by the
spark plug geometry.
• Turbulence was lower within the spark gap as compared to the region after
the spark electrodes.

5.2

Recommendations for future work

The following are recommendations for the continuation of the future work related to the presented research:

• The spark stretch rate was calculated from 2D images. The relationship
between the the actual spark stretch rate and its 2D component needs to
be investigated.
• The numerical study did not incorporate the valve opening delay. The
numerical model must be modified to exactly simulate experimental conditions.
• The sparkplug geometry in the numerical model was not accurate and
needs to be updated to include the actual sparkplug internal volume.
• The numerical model was validated at only one time instance. To improve
the numerical model’s predictive ability, it needs to be validated at all time
instances.
• The in-cylinder turbulence must be studied at higher mean flow velocities
and background pressures to have a better relevance to engine operation
conditions.
50

• Spark characteristics should be investigated in background media compositions similar to in-cylinder charge during engine operation.
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APPENDIX A

The region of interest for studying flow and turbulence in the combustion chamber is near the spark plug. Since the flow experiences adverse pressure gradients
and separation due to the spark geometry, the k-ω SST IDDES turbulence model
is chosen. The following sections will present the formulation of both k-ω SST
and IDDES models.

A.1

k-ω SST model formulation

k-ω SST model is a hybrid model between k-ω and k-ε models. k-ω performs
well when applied near the wall whereas k-ε does so in a freestream. The
model switches between these two models depending on flow conditions. This
is achieved using a blending function. The blending function enables a smooth
transition between the two models and reduces the probability of a numerical
instability arising due to differences between computed eddy viscosities. The
formulation of this model is presented below. The transport equations associated with the k-ω SST model are shown below:
d
dt

Z
V

ρkdV +

Z

ρku · ndA
Z
Z
= (µ + σk µt )∇k · ndA + (Gk − ρβ∗ fβ∗ (ωk − ω0 k0 ) + S k )dV (A.1)
A

A

d
dt

Z
V

V

Z

ρωdV + ρωu · ndA
Z A
Z
= (µ + σω µt )∇ω · ndA + (Gω − ρβ fβ (ω2 − ω20 ) + Dω + S ω )dV (A.2)
A

V
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, ω is the specific dissipation rate, µ is
dynamic viscosity, µt is the turbulent viscosity, k0 and ω0 are the initial turbulence values, S k and S ω are user specified source terms, σk and σω are turbulent
Schmidt numbers and, Gk and Gω are the turbulent production term and the
dissipation rate term respectively.
The turbulence production term Gk is calculated as
2
2
Gk = µt fc S 2 − ρk∇ · u − µt (∇ · u)2
3
3

(A.3)

where fc is the curvature correction factor and ∇ · u is the divergence of the
velocity vector.
S is the mean strain rate tensor modulus calculated as
S = |S | =

√

2S : S T =

√
2S : S

(A.4)

where
1
S = (∇u + ∇uT )
2

(A.5)

The turbulence production term Gω is calculated as
2
2
Gω = ργ[(S 2 − (∇ · u)2 ) ω∇ · u]
3
3

(A.6)

where γ is the blended coefficient of the model.
The cross-derivative term Dω is calculated as
1
Dω = 2(1 − F1 )ρσω2 ∇k · ∇ω
ω

(A.7)

where σω2 is a model coefficient with its value being 0.856.
F1 = tanh (arg41 )
√
k 500v
2k
arg1 = min ( max (
, 2 ), 2
)
0.09ωd d ω d CDkω
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(A.8)
(A.9)

where F1 is the blending function, ν is the kinematic viscosity and d is the distance to the nearest wall.
The cross-diffusion term CDkω is defined by
1
CDkω = max ( ∇k · ∇ω, 10−20 )
ω

(A.10)

The eddy viscosity or turbulent viscosity is calculated as
µt = ρkT

(A.11)

where T is the turbulent length scale computed as min ( αω ,
∗

a1
)
S F2n

and the model

constants are given as a1 = 0.31 and α∗ = 1.
F2 = tanh (arg22 )
√
2 k 500v
arg2 = max ( ∗ , 2 )
β ωd d ω

(A.12)
(A.13)

The model coefficients are calculated from the blending function F1 . The coefficient is given by
ϕ = F1 ϕ1 + (1 − F1 )ϕ2

(A.14)

The coefficients for ϕ1 are:
β1 = 0.075, σk1 = 0.85, σω1 = 0.5, κ = 0.41, and γ1 = β1 /β∗ − σω1 κ2 /β∗1/2
The coefficient for ϕ2 are:
β2 = 0.0828, σk2 = 1, σω2 = 0.856, κ = 0.41, and γ2 = β2 /β∗ − σω2 κ2 /β∗1/2
β∗ =0.09 for both cases.

A.2

IDDES formulation

The IDDES formulation requires the replacement of the length scale in the dissipation term in the transport equation for turbulent kinetic energy with a hybrid
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length scale is shown below:
3

Dk =

ρk 2

lHybrid

(A.15)

The lHybrid scale is defined as
lHybrid = fd (1 + fe )lT + (1 + fd )Cdes ∆IDDES

(A.16)

The newly introduced functions fB and fe are called the blending function and
elevating function, respectively, and ∆IDDES is the mesh length scale, respectively, which allow for the wall modelled LES (WLES) calculation to occur:
fd = max [(1 − fdt ), fB ]

(A.17)

fdT = 1 − tanh [(CdT rdT )3 ]

(A.18)

where Cdt is a model constant. The blending function, fB , indicates whether
the area of interest is being solved using RANS or LES. Unity indicates that the
region is being solved with RANS, whereas zero shows the corresponding LES
region. The mesh length scale, ∆IDDES , unique to IDDES is defined as
∆IDDES = min ( max (O.15d, 0.15∆, ∆ min ), ∆)

(A.19)

where ∆ is the grid size, d is the wall-normal distance and ∆ min is the smallest distance computed between the cell center under consideration and the cell
centers of the neighbouring cells.
fB = min [2 exp (−9α∗2 ), 1.0]

(A.20)

where
α2 = 0.25 −

d
∆

(A.21)

The remaining functions in equation A.16 are calculated as
fe = max [ fe1 − 1, 0]ψ fe2
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(A.22)







∗2
∗


2exp(−11.09α
)i
f
α
≥
0




fe1 = 






 2exp(−9.0α∗2 )i f α∗ ≤ 0


(A.23)

fe2 = 1.0 − max (, fl )

(A.24)

fT = tanh [(CC2 rdT )3 ]

(A.25)

rdT = √

vτ
∇ν : ∇νT κ2 d2
vc

rdl = √
∇ν : ∇νT κ2 d2

(A.26)
(A.27)

where Ct and Cl are model constants, vc is the turbulent kinematic viscosity, and
κ is the von Karman constant.
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APPENDIX B

B.1

Photos related to controlled airflow test bench
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B.2

Photos related to constant volume combustion chamber
test bench

(a) Ignition instrumentation

(b) Buffer volume and valve

(c) Pressure transducer location

(d) Optical instrumentation

(e) Chamber internal volume

(f) Sparkplug
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APPENDIX C

C.1

MATLAB code to calculate spark plasma length

The MATLAB code used to calculate spark length from raw spark plasma images has been given below.
1

%% Clear Workspace and coose Main directory

2
3

clc

4

clear global

5

clear

6

close all

7
8

%% User Inputs

9
10

g=’C:\Users\mayur\Desktop\Thesis\20210517_Mayur\20210517-Videos Raw\’
; % Main directory

11

scale=2.8/20; % mm/pixels

12

sparkgap=2.8;

13

sparkpixels=20;

14

interval=0.025; % Interval between each image in ms

15

windowSize = 6; % Removes small specks. Suggested 6 - 10

16

sparktip=[60,60,39,65];%[X-Coordinate left X-Coordinate right YCoordinate up Y-Coordinate down]

17

sparkgapcenter=53;

18

% flowstartat=40;% Spark shape not straight but bent from this image
onwards

19

processfolder=1;%Current folder processing

20
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21

%% Isolate regions for skelton extend

22

%[X-Coordinate left X-Coordinate right Y-Coordinate up Y-Coordinate
down]

23

region1=[sparktip(1)-5 sparktip(2)+5 sparktip(3)-10 sparkgapcenter];

24

region2=[sparktip(1)-5 sparktip(2)+5 sparkgapcenter sparktip(4)+10];

25
26

%% Find number of folders in Main Directory

27
28

cd(g)

29

list = dir;

30
31

list = list([list.isdir]);

32

list = list(˜ismember({list.name},{’.’ ’..’}));

33
34

%% Natural Sort the Folders

35
36

[˜, feindex] = sort( str2double( regexp( {list.name}, ’\d+’, ’match’,
’once’ )));

37

sortedlist = list(feindex) ;

38

list=sortedlist;

39

listlength=length(list);

40
41

%% Read folders

42
43

for ff=processfolder:listlength

44

fprintf(’Started Folder %d \n’, str2double(list(ff).name));

45

currentname=[list(ff).name];

46

ed = cd(list(ff).name);

47

folder=pwd;

48

filetype=’*.tif’;

49

f=fullfile(folder,filetype);

50

d=dir(f);
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51

if isfolder(’SkeletonOverlay’)==1
rmdir(’SkeletonOverlay’,’s’)

52
53

end

54

if isfolder(’Set’)==1
rmdir(’Set’,’s’)

55
56

end

57

if isfolder(’AreaOverlay’)==1
rmdir(’AreaOverlay’,’s’)

58
59

end

60
61
62

mkdir(’SkeletonOverlay’)

63

mkdir(’AreaOverlay’)

64

mkdir(’Set’)

65
66

%% Natural Sort the Images

67
68

[˜, ieindex] = sort( str2double( regexp( {d.name}, ’\d+’, ’match’, ’
once’ )));

69

sortedimages = d(ieindex) ;

70

d=string({sortedimages.name})’;

71

l=length(d)-2;

72
73

%% Binarization and Smooth rough edges along the image

74
75

for s= 1:l

76

fprintf(’Started Image %d \n’, s);

77

I=im2gray(im2uint16(imread(fullfile(folder,d(s)))));

78

% BW = imbinarize(I, ’adaptive’);

79

% if

80

% t=0.001;

81

% elseif (70<s)<140

s<=70
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82

%

t=0.25;

83

%

elseif (140<s)<180

84

%

t=0.95;

85

% else

86

%

87

% end

88

BW = imbinarize(I);

89

[xaxis,yaxis]=size(I);

90

% % % % % % BW(1:128,1:round(yaxis/8.5))=0;

91

% % % % % % BW(1:128,round(yaxis/1.1):yaxis)=0;

92

BW = imerode(BW, true(3));

93

%Smooth rough edges along the image

94

kernel = ones(windowSize) / windowSize ˆ 2;

95

blurryImage = conv2(single(BW), kernel, ’same’);

96

BW = blurryImage > 0.3;

97

% imshow(BW);

t=0.1;

98
99

%% Is there White pixels in image

100
101

ntest = sum(BW(:));

102

if ntest<5

103

continue

104

else

105
106

%% Remove all blobls smaller than 75% of breakdown blob

107
108

if s>2

109

breakdownarea=round(sparkpixels*0.15);

110

BW = bwareaopen(BW,breakdownarea);

111

else

112

end

113
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114

%% Skeletonization

115

% imshow(BW)

116

BW2 = bwmorph(BW,’thin’,Inf);

117

BW2 = bwareaopen(BW2,2);

118

% imshow(BW2)

119

skel= BW2;

120

n=3;

121

BW2 = bwmorph(BW2,’spur’,n); % Removes n pixels from all branches and
2n pixels from amin branch.

122

% imshow(BW2)

123

width1=regionprops(BW2,’BoundingBox’);

124

width=[width1.BoundingBox];

125

if isempty(width)==1

126

width=1;

127

else

128

width=width(3);

129

end

130
131

%% Skelton Extend to Right if spark>=flowstartat else Extend to top
and bottom

132

% if s>25

133

if width>3

134

%Find rightmost white pixel in Binary Image

135

shortregion1=zeros([xaxis yaxis]);

136

shortregion1(region1(3):region1(4),region1(1):region1(2))=BW(region1
(3):region1(4),region1(1):region1(2));

137

shortregion2=zeros([xaxis yaxis]);

138

shortregion2(region2(3):region2(4),region2(1):region2(2))=BW(region2
(3):region2(4),region2(1):region2(2));

139

% imshow(shortregion1)

140

% imshow(shortregion2)

141

[rightrow1,rightcol1] = find(shortregion1);
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142

XB1=max(rightcol1);

143

[rightrow2,rightcol2] = find(shortregion2);

144

XB2=max(rightcol2);

145
146

%Find rightmost white pixel in Skeleton Image

147

skelregion1=zeros([xaxis yaxis]);

148

skelregion1(region1(3):region1(4),region1(1):region1(2))=BW2(region1
(3):region1(4),region1(1):region1(2));

149

skelregion2=zeros([xaxis yaxis]);

150

skelregion2(region2(3):region2(4),region2(1):region2(2))=BW2(region2
(3):region2(4),region2(1):region2(2));

151

% imshow(skelregion1)

152

% imshow(skelregion2)

153

[skelrow1,skelcol1] = find(skelregion1);

154

XS1=max(skelcol1);

155

[skelrow2,skelcol2] = find(skelregion2);

156

XS2=max(skelcol2);

157
158

%Find cordinates of rightmost whitel pixel in Skeleton image

159
160

[YS1, ˜] = find(skelregion1, 1, ’last’);

161

[YS2, ˜] = find(skelregion2, 1, ’last’);

162
163

BW2(YS1:YS1,XS1:XB1)=1;

164

BW2(YS2:YS2,XS2:XB2)=1;

165

% imshow(BW2)

166
167

%% Skelton Extend to Up and Down if spark<flowstartat

168
169

else

170
171

%Find white pixel in Binary Image
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172

shortregion1=zeros([xaxis yaxis]);

173

shortregion1(region1(3):region1(4),region1(1):region1(2))=BW(region1
(3):region1(4),region1(1):region1(2));

174

shortregion2=zeros([xaxis yaxis]);

175

shortregion2(region2(3):region2(4),region2(1):region2(2))=BW(region2
(3):region2(4),region2(1):region2(2));

176

% imshow(shortregion1)

177

% imshow(shortregion2)

178

[rightrow1,rightcol1] = find(shortregion1);

179

YB1=min(rightrow1);

180

[rightrow2,rightcol2] = find(shortregion2);

181

YB2=max(rightrow2);

182
183

%Find white pixel in Skeleton Image

184

skelregion1=zeros([xaxis yaxis]);

185

skelregion1(region1(3):region1(4),region1(1):region1(2))=BW2(region1
(3):region1(4),region1(1):region1(2));

186

skelregion2=zeros([xaxis yaxis]);

187

skelregion2(region2(3):region2(4),region2(1):region2(2))=BW2(region2
(3):region2(4),region2(1):region2(2));

188

% imshow(skelregion1)

189

% imshow(skelregion2)

190

[skelrow1,skelcol1] = find(skelregion1);

191

[skelrow2,skelcol2] = find(skelregion2);

192

if isempty(skelrow1)

193

YS1=min(skelrow2);

194

[˜, XS1] = find(skelregion2, 1, ’first’);

195

else

196

YS1=min(skelrow1);

197

[˜, XS1] = find(skelregion1, 1, ’first’);

198

end

199

if isempty(skelrow2)
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200

YS2=max(skelrow1);

201

[˜, XS2] = find(skelregion1, 1, ’first’);

202

else

203

YS2=max(skelrow2);

204

[˜, XS2] = find(skelregion2, 1, ’first’);

205

end

206
207

BW2(YB1:YS1,XS1:XS1)=1;

208

BW2(YS2:YB2,XS2:XS2)=1;

209

% imshow(BW2)

210
211

end

212

%% Find if there are multiple blobs

213
214

% Each group of connected pixels will be given a label, a number, to
identify it and distinguish it from the other blobs.

215

% Do connected components labeling with either bwlabel() or
bwconncomp().

216

labeledImage = bwlabel(BW2, 8);

% Label each blob so we can make

measurements of it
217

% labeledImage is an integer-valued image where all pixels in the
blobs have values of 1, or 2, or 3, or ... etc.

218
219

% Get all the blob properties.

220

blobMeasurements = regionprops(labeledImage, I, ’all’);

221

areaValues = [blobMeasurements.Area];

222

numberOfBlobs = size(blobMeasurements, 1);

223
224
225

%% Fuse/overlay the Binarized image with the skeletonized one

226
227

% figure; imshow(BW2);
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228

C=imcomplement(imfuse(BW,BW2));

229

% figure;imshow(C);

230
231

%% Length Calculation

232
233

lengthinpixels=[];

234

if numberOfBlobs>1

235
236

% lengthinmm(s,1)=0;

237

% lengthinmm(lengthinmm==0) = NaN;

238

% parea(s,1)=0;

239

% parea(parea==0) = NaN;

240

%Copies files that might need editing

241

psource = folder;

242

pdest

243

for k = s

= fullfile(folder,’Set’);

244

cd(’Set’)

245

S=fullfile(folder,d(s));

246

[˜,name,ext] = fileparts(S);

247

sourceFile = strjoin([name ext],’’);

248

imwrite(BW,sourceFile)

249

cd(folder)

250

end

251
252

else

253
254

p = regionprops(BW2,’Perimeter’);

255

if isempty(p)==1

256

Perim1=0;

257

lengthinpixels(s,1) = 0;

258

lengthinmm(s,1)=0;

259

else
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260

Perim1=p(end);

261

lengthinpixels(s,1) = 0.5*cell2mat(struct2cell(Perim1));

262

lengthinmm(s,1)=scale*lengthinpixels(s,1);

263

end

264

st = regionprops(BW2, ’BoundingBox’ );

265

if isempty(st)==1

266

tip(s,1)=0;

267

else

268

output = vertcat(st.BoundingBox);

269

allValues1 = [output(1:end,3)];

270

maxValue = max(allValues1);

271

tip(s,1)=maxValue*scale;

272

end

273
274

%% Area calculation

275
276

BWarea=blurryImage>0.20;

277

if s>3

278

breakdownarea=round(sparkpixels*0.3);

279

BWarea2 = bwareaopen(BWarea,breakdownarea);

280

else
BWarea2=BWarea;

281
282

end

283

totalbwarea = bwarea(BWarea2);

284

props = regionprops(BWarea2, ’Area’, ’Perimeter’);

285

allAreas = [props.Area];

286

allPerimeters = [props.Perimeter];

287

if isempty(allPerimeters)==1

288

parea(s,1)=0;

289

else

290

perimetersum=sum(allPerimeters);

291

parea(s,1) = perimetersum*0.5*scale;
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292

end

293
294

end

295
296

%% File saving

297
298

S=fullfile(folder,d(s));

299

[filepath,name,ext] = fileparts(S);

300

filenamebmp=strjoin([name,’_Skeleton.bmp’],’’);

301

filenamebmparea=strjoin([name,’_Area.bmp’],’’);

302
303

end

304
305

cd(folder)

306

cd(’SkeletonOverlay’)

307

imwrite(C,filenamebmp)

308

cd(folder)

309

cd(’AreaOverlay’)

310

% imwrite(BWarea2,filenamebmparea)

311

cd(folder)

312
313

end

314

tip(s+1,1)=0;

315

lengthinmm(s+1,1)=0;

316

parea(s+1,1)=0;

317

L=length(lengthinmm);

318

t=1:1:L;

319

t=t’*interval;

320

timeend=max(t);

321

Final=[t lengthinmm tip parea];

322

% % % Final=[t parea tip parea];
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323

% headersmdata={’Time(ms)’ ’Actual Length (mm)’ ’Tip Length (mm)’ ’
Area Length (mm)’};

324

headersmdata={’Time(ms)’ ’Actual Length (mm)’ ’Tip Length (mm)’};

325

filename=[folder,’_Length_Tip_Skelcode’,’.xlsx’];

326

xlswrite(filename,Final,’Sheet1’,’A2’);

327

xlswrite(filename,headersmdata,’Sheet1’,’A1’);

328

filenamepng=[folder ’_LengthPlotskel.png’];

329

plot(Final)

330
331
332

saveas(gcf,filenamepng)

333

system(’taskkill /F /IM EXCEL.EXE’);

334

close all

335

cd(g)

336

plot(Final)

337

end

C.2

Implementation of baffle in OpenFOAM

Initially, a zero-thickness circular surface was created and meshed in CFMesh
+ v3.4.0 [75]. It was then converted to a baffle in OpenFOAM by using the
createPatch utility. The createPatchDict has been given below.
1

/*--------------------------------*- C++
-*----------------------------------*\

2

| =========

|
|

3

| \\

/

F ield

| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox

|
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4

|

\\

/

O peration

| Version:

v2012

| Website:

www.openfoam.com

|
5

|

\\

/

A nd
|

6

|

\\/

M anipulation

|

|
7

\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

8

FoamFile

9

{

10

version

2.0;

11

format

ascii;

12

class

dictionary;

13

object

createPatchDict;

14

}

15

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * //

16
17

pointSync false;

18
19

tol 1e-4;

20
21

// Patches to create.

22

patches

23

(

24

{

25

name amiplate;
patchInfo

26
27

{

28

type

cyclicACMI;

29

inGroups

1(cyclicACMI);

30

matchTolerance

$tol;
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31

transform

unknown;

32

neighbourPatch

amiplateref;

33

AMIMethod

partialFaceAreaWeightAMI;

34

restartUncoveredSourceFace 1;

35

nonOverlapPatch amiplate_block;

36

scale

table

37
38

4

39

(

40

(0 1)

41

(0.1 1)

42

(0.2 0)

43

(0.3 0)

44

)

45

;

46
47

}
constructFrom patches;

48
49

patches (plate);

50
51

}

52

{

53

name amiplate_block;

54

patchInfo

55

{

56

type

wall;

57

inGroups

1(wall);

58

}
constructFrom patches;

59
60
61

patches (plate_block);

62

}
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{

63
64

name amiplateref;

65

patchInfo

66

{

67

type

cyclicACMI;

68

inGroups

1(cyclicACMI);

69

matchTolerance

$tol;

70

transform

unknown;

71

neighbourPatch

amiplate;

72

AMIMethod

partialFaceAreaWeightAMI;

73

restartUncoveredSourceFace 1;

74

nonOverlapPatch amiplateref_block;
}

75

constructFrom patches;

76
77
78

patches (plateref);

79

}

80

{

81

name amiplateref_block;

82

patchInfo

83

{

84

type

wall;

85

inGroups

1(wall);

}

86

constructFrom patches;

87
88

patches (plateref_block);

89
90

}

91

);

92

//
*************************************************************************
//
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C.3

Numerical schemes

1

FoamFile

2

{

3

version

2.0;

4

format

ascii;

5

class

dictionary;

6

location

"system";

7

object

fvSchemes;

8

}

9

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * //

10
11
12

ddtSchemes

13

{

14

default

backward;

15

ddt(phi)

backward;

16

}

17
18

gradSchemes

19

{
default

20
21

cellLimited leastSquares 1;

}

22
23

divSchemes

24

{

25

default

none;

26

div(phi,U)

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

27

div(phid,p)

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

28

div(phiv,p)

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

29

div(phi,K)

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;
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30

div(phi,Ekp)

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

31

div(phi,e)

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

32

div(phi,h)

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

33

div(phi,k)

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

34

div(phi,epsilon) Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

35

div(phi,omega)

36

div(((rho*nuEff)*dev2(T(grad(U))))) Gauss linear;

37

Gauss limitedLinear 0.8;

}

38
39

laplacianSchemes

40

{
default

41
42

Gauss linear limited corrected 0.5;

}

43
44

interpolationSchemes

45

{
default

46
47

linear;

}

48
49

snGradSchemes

50

{
default

51
52

limited corrected 0.5;

}

53
54

wallDist

55

{

56

method

57

nRequired

58

}

59

//

meshWave;
yes;

*************************************************************************
//
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C.4

Solution and algorithm control

1

FoamFile

2

{

3

version

2.0;

4

format

ascii;

5

class

dictionary;

6

location

"system";

7

object

fvSolution;

8

}

9

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * //

10
11

solvers

12

{

13

"(p|rho)"

14

{

15

solver

16

smoother

17

tolerance

1e-08;

18

relTol

0.05;

19

nCellsInCoarsestLevel

20

GAMG;
symGaussSeidel;

4470;

}

21
22

"(p|rho)Final"

23

{

24

$p;

25

tolerance

26

relTol

27

minIter

28

1e-8;
0;
1;

}

29
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30

"(U|k|epsilon|omega|e|h)"

31

{

32

solver

PBiCGStab;

33

preconditioner

34

nSweeps

35

tolerance

1e-08;

36

relTol

0.05;

37

minIter

DILU;
2;

1;

}

38
39
40

"(U|k|epsilon|omega|e|h)Final"

41

{

42

$e;

43

tolerance

1e-08;

44

relTol

0;

45

minIter

1;

}

46
47

}

48
49

PIMPLE

50

{

51

momentumPredictor yes;

52

nOuterCorrectors 30;

53

nCorrectors

54

nNonOrthogonalCorrectors 1; //1or2

55

pMax

3e6;

56

pMin

1e3;

57

rhoMin

58

transsonic yes;

59

consistent yes;

60

turbOnFinalIterOnly no;

61

residualControl

1;

0.1;
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62

{

63

p

64

{

65

relTol 0;

66

tolerance 5e-4;

67

}

68

U

69

{

70

relTol 0;

71

tolerance 5e-4;

72

}

73

"(e|h|k|epsilon|omega)"

74

{

75

relTol 0;

76

tolerance 5e-4;

77

}

78

}

79

}

80
81

// Loook at relaxatoionfactors

82

relaxationFactors

83

{

84

fields

85

{

86

p

1;

87

pFinal

1;

88

}

89

equations

90

{

91

"U|k|epsilon|omega|e"

92

"(U|k|epsilon|omega|e)Final" 0.95;

93

0.95;

}

86

94

}

95

//
*************************************************************************
//

87
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